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ABSTRACT
Purpose Understanding the nature of adjuvant-antigen inter-
actions is important for the future design of efficient and safe
subunit vaccines, but remains an analytical challenge. We stud-
ied the interactions between three model protein antigens and
the clinically tested cationic liposomal adjuvant composed of
dimethyldioctadecylammonium (DDA) and trehalose 6,6′-
dibehenate (TDB).
Methods The effect of surface adsorption to DDA/TDB lip-
osomes on colloidal stability and protein physical stability/sec-
ondary structure was investigated by dynamic light scattering,
circular dichroism, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and
differential scanning calorimetry.
Results Bovine serum albumin and ovalbumin showed strong
liposome adsorption, whereas lysozyme did not adsorb. Upon
adsorption, bovine serum albumin and ovalbumin reduced the
phase transition temperature and narrowed the gel-to-liquid
phase transition of the liposomes implying interactions with
the lipid bilayer. The protein-to-lipid ratio influenced the lipo-
some colloidal stability to a great extent, resulting in liposome
aggregation at intermediate ratios. However, no structural alter-
ations of the model proteins were detected.
Conclusions The antigen-to-lipid ratio is highly decisive for the
aggregation behavior of DDA/TDB liposomes and should be
taken into account, since it may have an impact on general
vaccine stability and influence the choice of analytical approach
for studying this system, also/especially at clinically relevant
protein-to-lipid ratios.
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ABBREVIATIONS
BSA bovine serum albumin
CAF01 cationic adjuvant formulation 01
CD circular dichroism
Cryo-TEM cryo-transmission electron microscopy
DDA dimethyldioctadecylammonium
DLS dynamic light scattering
DSC differential scanning calorimetry
FDA Food and Drug Administration
FTIR Fourier transform infrared
ISCOM immune-stimulating complex
PDI polydispersity index
TDB trehalose 6,6′-dibehenate

INTRODUCTION

With the renewed societal and commercial interest in de-
veloping new prophylactic and therapeutic vaccines (1),
there is a great need for addressing the pharmaceutical
challenges associated with the vaccine development process.
Modern subunit vaccines are composed of highly purified
recombinant antigens, which by themselves are poorly im-
munogenic (2). Co-administration with efficient and safe
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adjuvants is therefore often required to increase vaccine
immunogenicity and efficacy. The introduction of recom-
binant protein antigens for sub-unit vaccines has resulted
in much more well-defined and pharmaceutically accept-
able vaccine formulations, compared to those previously
used, and much more complex vaccines based on live
attenuated pathogens (3). However, detailed characteriza-
tion of the antigen-adjuvant mixtures still remains a
poorly explored research area and an analytical challenge
due to the particulate nature of most adjuvants and the
relatively low protein antigen doses required for efficacy.
A more thorough mechanistic understanding of the na-
ture of antigen-adjuvant interactions is highly desirable,
since this would allow for optimization of the efficacy
and safety of vaccines, but also from a manufacturing point of
view because such knowledge could help improve the overall
formulation stability.

Over the past decade, a number of studies have described
the effect on protein antigens’ structure and physical stabil-
ity upon their adsorption onto surfaces of the aluminum salt
adjuvants, which are the most commonly used adjuvants
and until recently were the only type of adjuvant registered
by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The approach
used to study these protein-adjuvant systems, which are
characterized by a low protein content and their ability to
cause particle-induced light scattering, has been to use a
combination of low-resolution methods, such as Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), front face fluores-
cence, extrinsic fluorescence, UV spectroscopy and differen-
tial scanning calorimetry (DSC), to assess the antigen
physical stability (4–9). However, very few studies have
focused on characterizing the interactions between antigens
and the lipid-based adjuvant systems (10–13), such as emul-
sions (oil-in-water and water-in-oil), immune-stimulating
complexes (ISCOMs) and liposomes (14).

Self-assembling lipid-based particulate antigen delivery
systems are complicated to analyse, due to their size and
dynamic nature, but nevertheless constitute an integral part
of many vaccine development programs. Compared to the
solid alum salts, lipid-based adjuvants are flexible semi-
solids, and therefore their interfaces available for antigen
adsorption and the forces governing the adsorption process
are very different from those of the alum salts. Antigens have
been shown to adsorb to alum primarily through electro-
static interactions and ligand exchange (15), whereas protein
adsorption to lipid-based delivery systems is believed to be
governed by a combination of electrostatic and hydrophobic
interactions, although hydrogen bond formation and van
der Waals forces may also play important roles in both cases
(2). Proteins are prone to partial unfolding when they are
adsorbed to lipid-based particulate systems and expose their
hydrophobic residues to accommodate to the new surround-
ings, represented by the oil–water interfaces (16). The

primary method used to characterize antigen integrity in
adjuvanted emulsions (e.g. Montanide®) has been SDS-
PAGE, but this method cannot be used to assess the struc-
tural integrity of the protein antigen (10,13). In contrast,
low-resolution methods, such as FTIR, fluorescence and
circular dichroism (CD), which can be used to address
structural changes, have seen limited use for the study of
the structure of protein antigens in lipid-based adjuvant
systems (12), probably due to the low protein content in
vaccine formulation (usually below 100 μg/ml). However,
these methods are frequently used to characterize lipid-
based formulations designed for therapeutic proteins.

The lipid-based particulate adjuvant formulation
addressed in the present study is a cationic liposomal adjuvant
(CAF01, Statens Serum Institut, Denmark), which is based on
the cationic surfactant dimethyldioctadecylammonium (DDA)
and the immunopotentiator trehalose 6,6′-dibehenate (TDB),
which is currently being tested in two clinical phase 1 studies
with the tuberculosis fusion antigen Ag85B-ESAT6 (NCT ID:
NCT00922363) and an HIV-1 peptide mix (NCT ID:
NCT01141205; NCT01009762), respectively. Vaccination
studies with CAF01 have been performed with surface ad-
sorption of the antigens under study. It has been shown for the
cationic DDA/TDB liposomes that antigens with an isoelec-
tric point (pI) below 7 are readily adsorbed onto the liposome
surface at physiological pH, whereas antigens with a pI above
7 have a low degree of adsorption (17). Therefore, attractive
electrostatic interactions have been suggested to drive the
adsorption process, which implies that adsorption might be
influenced by the pI, charge distribution, and flexibility of the
antigen, as well as the pH, ionic strength and composition of
the buffer. In addition, a high degree of adsorption of the
antigen has been shown to be important for the induction of
Th1/Th17 responses, whereas adsorption is not a prerequisite
for the stimulation of Th2 responses as well as antibody
responses (17,18).

In this paper we characterize and discuss the interactions
between antigens and DDA/TDB liposomes by varying the
protein-to-lipid ratio. This is done in order to explore the
system further and study its behaviour, also at protein doses
above clinically relevant vaccine levels, which allows for the
use of a wider range of biophysical methods. The aim is to
improve the understanding of the nature of the interactions
between DDA/TDB liposomes and protein antigens by
applying the three model proteins bovine serum albumin
(BSA), ovalbumin and lysozyme, which represent proteins of
varying pI and size (Table I). A number of biophysical
methods were applied to address further the analytical chal-
lenge of examining the antigen-adjuvant interactions. The
colloidal stability was assessed by dynamic light scattering
(DLS), the thermotropic phase behaviour of the liposomes
was evaluated by DSC, and the integrity of the secondary
structure was discussed based on results from FTIR and CD.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

DDA was obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster,
AL, USA). TDB was synthesized by Clausen-Kaas A/S
(Farum, Denmark). The model proteins were obtained
from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA); BSA
(A7906, >98%), ovalbumin (A7641, 97%) and lysozyme
(L6876, >90%). MeOH and CHCl3 (extra pure) were
purchased from VWR (Leuven, Belgium) and Merck
(Darmstadt, Germany), respectively. Purified water of
Milli-Q quality was used to prepare all buffers. Protein
stock solutions were prepared in 10 mM Tris buffer (pH
7.4) and their concentrations were determined by UV
spectroscopy at 280 nm with a NanoDrop spectropho-
tometer (Thermo scientific, Wilmington, DE, USA) us-
ing published extinction coefficients. The CAF01
adjuvant has an optimal stability in Tris buffer at pH
7.4, and although Tris buffer has a high temperature
coefficient, all samples were prepared in 10 mM Tris
pH 7.4 buffer to avoid altering the formulation.

Preparation of Liposomes by the Thin Film Method

The DDA/TDB liposomes were prepared by the thin-film
method essentially as described previously (19), but with a few
modifications. Briefly, weighed amounts of DDA and TDB
were dissolved in CHCl3-MeOH (9:1, v/v) in a round-
bottomed flask, and the organic solvent was evaporated under
vacuum resulting in the formation of a thin lipid film. The film
was stripped twice with EtOH and dried overnight to remove
trace amounts of the organic solvents. The lipid film was
rehydrated with Tris buffer (10 mM, pH 7.4) and sonicated
for 5 min using a Sonifier® cell disruptor (Branson, Danbury,
CT, USA), followed by heating at 60°C for 60min with 2 min
of vigorous vortex mixing every tenth min. The final concen-
trations of DDA and TDB were 2.5 mg/ml (3.96 mM) and
0.5 mg/ml (0.51 mM), respectively, corresponding to a DDA:
TDBmolar ratio of 89:11. For the far UVCDmeasurements,
the liposomes were prepared by the same procedure with one
additional step; after 20 min of rehydration, the liposomes
were tip-sonicated for 20 s with a 150WBranson tip-sonicator
(85% of the duty cycle) to reduce the size of the liposomes and

thereby minimize the light scattering from the vesicles. The
liposomes were stored at 4°C until further use.

Size, Polydispersity Index and Zeta Potential

The average liposome size distribution and polydispersity
index (PDI) were analyzed by DLS using the photon corre-
lation spectroscopy technique. The surface charge of the
particles was estimated by analysis of the zeta potential
(laser-Doppler electrophoresis). Equal volumes of protein
solutions and liposome dispersions were mixed and left to
equilibrate for 10 min. The lipid concentration was kept at
1.5 mg/ml (2.24 mM), while the protein solution was diluted
two-fold and used in the concentration range of 0.01–
10 mg/ml. The samples were then diluted five times, and
left for 5 min (total dilution 10 times) before the size was
measured. For the zeta potential measurements, the samples
from the size measurements were diluted in total 300 times
to a lipid concentration of 0.01 mg/ml. The measurements
were performed in triplicate at 25°C using a Zetasizer Nano
ZS (Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, UK) equipped
with a 633 nm laser and 173° detection optics. For viscosity
and refractive index, the values of pure water were used.
Malvern DTS v.6.20 software was used for data acquisition
and analysis. A Nanosphere™ Size Standard (220±6 nm,
Duke Scientific Corporation, Palo Alto, CA, USA) and a zeta
potential transfer standard (−50±5 mV, Malvern Instru-
ments, Worcestershire, UK) were used to verify the perfor-
mance of the instrument. The particle size distribution was
reflected in the PDI, which ranges from 0 for a monodisperse
to 1.0 for an entirely heterodisperse dispersion.

Cryo-TEM

Morphological analysis was carried out by cryo-transmission
electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) using a Philips CM120
BioTWIN transmission electron microscope (Philips, Eind-
hoven, Holland). Samples for cryo-TEM were prepared
under controlled temperature and humidity conditions
within an environmental verification system. A small droplet
(5 μl) of sample was deposited onto a Pelco Lacey carbon-
filmed grid. The droplet was spread carefully, and excess
liquid was removed with a filter paper, resulting in the
formation of a thin (10–500 nm) sample film. Then, the
samples were immediately plunged into liquid ethane at
−180°C. The vitrified samples were subsequently trans-
ferred in liquid nitrogen to an Oxford CT3500 cryo holder
connected to the electron microscope. The sample temper-
ature was continuously kept below −180°C. All observations
were made in the bright field mode at an acceleration
voltage of 120 kV. Digital pictures were recorded with a
Gatan Imaging Filter 100 CCD camera (Gatan, Pleasanton,
CA, USA).

Table I Selected Physicochemical Properties of the Model Proteins Used
in the Present Study (42–45)

Model protein Mw kDa Dimensions nm pI

BSA 66 14×4.0×4.0 4.6

Ovalbumin 44 7.0×4.5×5.0 4.5

Lysozyme 14 4.5×3.0×3.0 11
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Adsorption Isotherms

Equal volumes of protein solutions and a 3 mg/ml liposome
dispersion were mixed in 1.5 ml low adsorption Eppendorf
tubes and left to equilibrate for approximately 10 min at
room temperature. The samples were then centrifuged at
25,000 g for 15 min at 4°C in an Eppendorf Centrifuge
5417R (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany). The protein con-
centration in the supernatant was determined by UV ab-
sorption at 280 nm. The amount of liposome-adsorbed
protein was calculated by subtracting the amount of protein
remaining in solution from the amount of protein initially
added to the liposome dispersion.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry

The thermal stability of the model proteins and the gel-to-
liquid crystalline phase transition temperature (Tm) of the
vesicles in suspension were determined by DSC. Equal
volumes of liposome dispersion and protein solution in
10 mM Tris buffer pH 7.4 were mixed. All samples and
buffer were degassed prior to the measurements. The ther-
mograms were recorded with a Microcal VP-DSC calorim-
eter (Northhampton,MA,USA) at a scanning rate of 1°C/min
in the temperature range of 20°C to 110°C for protein
analysis. A buffer scan was performed between each sample
scan to ensure sufficient cleaning of the sample chamber.
For determination of the phase transition of the vesicles, the
samples were prepared as described above with final protein
concentrations in the range of 0.01–7.5 mg/ml. Data col-
lection was performed using a Nano DSC (TA instruments,
New Castle, DE, USA) at a scanning rate of 0.5°C/min in
the temperature range of 20°C to 60°C. VPViewer 2000
and Origin® 7 scientific plotting software (Origin Lab Cor-
poration, Northampton, MA, USA) were used for baseline
correction and data analysis, which were performed on the
first of three scans of each sample (n03). The Tmax is the
temperature at which the excess heat capacity, Cp, is at its
maximum. The change in enthalpy (ΔH) was determined by
integrating the area under the baseline-corrected Cp curve
obtained for each sample.

Circular Dichroism

Far-UV CD measurements were performed at 22°C in a
0.1 mm quartz cell using an Olis DSM 10 Spectrophotometer
(Olis, Bogart, GA, USA). The samples contained proteins at
concentrations in the range of 0.1 to 0.8 mg/ml, and the lipid
concentration was kept constant at 0.15 mg/ml. The samples
were prepared 30 min prior to the measurements. All spectra
were recorded from 200 to 250 nm using a step size of 0.5 nm,
a fixed bandwidth of 0.5 nm and a constant integration time of
3 s resulting in a scan speed of 5 nm/min. All spectra were an

average of three scans and were background-corrected and
transformed into mean residue ellipticity [θ]. The shown
spectra have not been smoothed. For control purposes, heat
denatured protein samples were prepared by heating BSA
and ovalbumin for 30 min in a water bath at 95°C.
Lysozyme was heated at 95°C for 120 min. The heat-
denatured proteins were also used as denatured controls for
the FTIR measurements (see below).

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

Infrared spectra were recorded using a Bomen MB 104 IR
spectrophotometer (ABB, Bomem, Quebec, Canada), as
described previously (16). The samples (12 μl) were placed
in a cell of CaF2 crystal windows with a path length of 6 μm.
For each spectrum, a 256-scan interferogram was collected
in the single-beam mode with a 4 cm−1 resolution at room
temperature. Background spectra (either the Tris buffer
and/or the DDA/TDB liposomes in Tris buffer) were sub-
tracted from the spectra of the protein:DDA/TDB formu-
lations to obtain a flat baseline in the region of 1850 to
2200 cm−1. The spectra of the Tris buffer/ liposome dis-
persions were subtracted in the region of 1800 to
2600 cm−1, and the water vapor spectra in the region of
1500 to1700 cm−1. The second derivative spectra were
obtained with a 13-point Savitsky-Golay derivative function,
and the baseline was corrected using a three- to four-point
adjustment. In addition, all spectra were area-normalized in
the amide I region from 1595 to 1705 cm−1 using the
Bomem-Grams software (Galactic Industries, Salem, NH,
USA). The spectra obtained for the different formulations
were compared using the area overlap method, as described
previously (20).

RESULTS

Preparation and Characterization of DDA/TDB
Liposomes

The physicochemical characteristics of the DDA/TDB lip-
osomes were studied by DLS and laser-Doppler electropho-
resis. The DDA/TDB liposomes prepared by the thin film
method were relatively large and polydisperse multilvesicu-
lar vesicles with an average particle diameter between 600
and 900 nm and a PDI of 0.3 to 0.4 (results not shown), as
reported previously (19). The vesicles prepared for the CD
measurements with the additional sonication step during the
rehydration process had an average particle diameter of
140±9 nm (n03) and a PDI of 0.25±0.01 (n03, results not
shown). Cryo-TEM micrographs confirmed that smaller-
sized, unilamellar DDA/TDB liposomes were formed as a
result of the preparation procedure with the additional
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sonication step (results not shown). Independently of the prep-
arationmethod, the DDA/TDB liposomes had a high positive
zeta potential of approximately+60–80 mV, as reported pre-
viously (results not shown).

Quantification of Antigen Adsorption

The amounts of model proteins adsorbed to the DDA/TDB
liposomes were estimated from adsorption isotherms (Fig. 1).
Adsorption isotherms were only obtainable for BSA (pI of
approximately 4.6) and ovalbumin (pI of approximately 4.5),
but not for lysozyme because the vesicles mixed with lysozyme
could not be sedimented at the centrifugation force used.
Cationic DDA-based liposomes have previously been shown
not to sediment efficiently during centrifugation, even at high
centrifugal forces (21). We hypothesized that the columbic
attraction governing the adsorption process for BSA and
ovalbumin is followed by aggregation, which will result in
sedimentation of the larger aggregates upon centrifugation.
Therefore, the adsorption isotherms shown in Fig. 1 are
representative for the part of the adsorption process that
causes subsequent aggregation of the liposomes into larger
structures. The adsorption process for BSA and ovalbumin
reached saturation above approximately 1.0 mg/ml (BSA)
and 0.7 mg/ml (ovalbumin) in the presence of DDA/TDB
liposomes at a lipid concentration of 1.5 mg/ml (Fig. 1a, b).
These values correspond to a molar protein concentration of
0.016 mM for both BSA and ovalbumin.

The theoretical surface coverage was also estimated using
the mean molecular area of DDA and the protein dimen-
sions (Table I). Given a DDA mean molecular area in the
solid phase of 0.401 nm2 (22) and protein dimensions rang-
ing from approximately 16 to 56 nm2 (BSA) and 23 to
35 nm2 (ovalbumin), the estimated stoichiometry is between
40 to 140 and 56 to 87 lipid molecules per protein molecule,
respectively. The lower value corresponds to the protein
being oriented vertically to the lipid membrane and the
higher value corresponds to protein being oriented longitu-
dinally parallel to the lipid membrane. The estimated
theoretical surface coverage in the case of BSA is approxi-
mately 57–201%, and the surface coverage of ovalbumin is
approximately 80–124%, based on the assumptions that i)
all liposomes are unilamellar, ii) 50% of the lipids is avail-
able for binding on the outer leaflet of the liposomal mem-
brane and iii) upon adsorption, the protein maintains its
globular conformation and is oriented vertically or longitu-
dinally parallel to the surface of the liposome. In the litera-
ture, the surface adsorption of BSA onto a solid flat
hydrophilic surface has been reported to result in up to
95% coverage of the surface area of a densely packed
monolayer (23). The above estimated values are in the same
range and above. This suggests that a densely packed mono-
layer is possible if the proteins are vertically adsorbed to the

surface of the liposomes, whereas the protein might compile
into more than a monolayer on the surface of the liposomes

Fig. 1 Adsorption isotherms for the adsorption of (a) BSA and (b) oval-
bumin to DDA/TDB liposomes. (c) The data from (a) and (b) presented as
mol-percent of adsorbed protein. The results denote mean ± SD (n03).
For some data points, the standard deviations are too small to be seen.
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if it is adsorbed in a different orientation. However, the
liposome aggregation process occurring simultaneously with
protein adsorption might reduce the surface area available
for surface coverage. Nevertheless, the adsorption isotherms
are characterized by a slope of approximately 1 (Fig. 1c),
which indicates a constant surface area available for adsorp-
tion in the tested protein concentration range, despite the
dynamic and flexible nature of the liposomes.

Addition of Protein Induces Aggregation of DDA/TDB
Liposomes

To study further the overall effect of protein adsorption
on the colloidal behavior of the liposome dispersion, DLS
and laser-Doppler electrophoresis were applied. The
results clearly confirmed that the cationic liposomes inter-
acted strongly with the net negatively charged BSA and
ovalbumin, whereas there was no measurable positive
interaction with the net positively charged lysozyme
(Fig. 2). This was foreseen, as the liposomes have a
strong cationic net charge and the interaction is expected
to be driven to a great extent by electrostatic attraction.
However, the size measurements should only be taken as
rough estimates, and they reflect the general stability of
the liposome suspension after addition of protein. Upon
aggregation, the particulate system becomes highly poly-
disperse. Comparing absolute values for the average par-
ticle diameter of such heterogenous systems would
therefore be inappropriate. Nevertheless, the general
trends in the average size of the particles in Fig. 2 reveal
important and interesting features of the particulate sys-
tem, which will be presented further below.

The size measurements showed that, in addition to the
net charge of the protein, the protein-to-lipid ratio had a
great impact on the colloidal stability of the liposomes. At
low protein-to-lipid mass ratios, a modest increase in the
particle diameter was observed upon addition of BSA and
ovalbumin. However, at a protein-to-lipid mass ratio above
0.03 aggregation of the liposomes was induced (Figs. 2a, b).
At the majority of the protein-to-lipid ratios tested, BSA and
ovalbumin showed the same overall ability to induce lipo-
some aggregation, except in the range from 3 mg protein
per mg lipid and higher, where BSA seemed to stabilize the
liposomes that had an average particle size of approximately
900 nm and a zeta potential of - 20 mV. This stabilization
could be explained by adsorption of a protein layer to the
surface of the liposomes, also referred to as a protein corona,
as suggested for other types of nanoparticles interacting with
serum proteins (24,25). In contrast, addition of ovalbumin at
similar ratios and above did not prevent the liposomes from
aggregating, though the zeta potentials were similar. A
possible reason for this difference in the aggregation behav-
ior could be that BSA forms a more dense protein layer

around the liposomes (surface coverage of 201%) than the
ovalbumin (surface coverage of approximately 112%) prob-
ably due to differences in their charge distribution and the
flexibility of the proteins upon adsorption. The result is that
the BSA-covered liposomes have a higher charge density
than ovalbumin-covered liposomes, which might increase
the colloidal stability.

To test the effect of initial particle size on the aggre-
gation behavior of the liposomes, we examined the col-
loidal stability of smaller-sized, unilamellar liposomes with
an average diameter of approximately 180 nm. The
smaller liposomes had a greater capacity to adsorb pro-
tein, since more protein (up to 60 μg protein/mg lipid)
could be added before liposome aggregation was induced
(Figs. 2d, e). This increase can be explained by the larger
available surface area for the smaller-sized liposomes,
compared to the larger multivesicular vesicles, for which
a larger fraction of the lipids is not accessible for protein
binding.

The results presented above are in good accordance with
previous observations for other types of charged liposomal
systems showing that the protein (or peptide)-to-lipid ratio
affects the colloidal stability as well as the secondary struc-
ture of the protein (26,27). Besides influencing the stability
of the formulation, the aggregation behavior is also decisive
for the choice of analytical method to study alterations in the
secondary structure of adsorbed proteins, for instance, be-
cause the particle-induced light scattering phenomenon is a
source of experimental problems for many spectroscopic
methods.

BSA and Ovalbumin Interacts with the DDA/TDB
Bilayer

The consequences of protein adsorption on the thermotrop-
ic phase behavior of DDA/TDB liposomes were studied
further by DSC. Dispersions of DDA have previously been
reported to have one sharp phase transition around 46.7°C
(22). The thermogram for DDA/TDB liposomes, represent-
ing the gel-to-liquid phase transition, consists of two or more
interconnected peaks between approximately 42°C and 47°C
(Fig. 3A, scan a), suggesting that the two lipid components are
inhomogeneously distributed, resulting in the existence of
microdomains enriched in one of the two components of
different heat transitions, as reported previously (19). More-
over, the thermotropic phase behavior of the liposomes was
reversible, since the first and second scans were comparable
(compare Fig. 3A and D, scan a). Upon addition of 1 mg/ml
BSA, the phase transition was slightly narrowed and the Tm

was decreased (Fig. 3A, scan c). At 4 and 7 mg/ml BSA,
which are both above the surface saturation concentration,
the peak was narrowed even further, and the Tm was
markedly reduced to approximately 40°C (Fig. 3A, scan
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d and e). In addition, the reversibility of the liposome gel-
to-liquid phase transition was lost (Fig. 3D, scans d and e).
The decrease in the Tm and the loss of reversibility of the
phase transition upon repeated heating and cooling sug-
gested that the BSA was interacting not only with the
lipid head group region, but also with the interfacial
region of the bilayer and/or the apolar hydrocarbon
chains in a way that disturbed the packing of the lipid

molecules in the membrane and destabilized the lipid
bilayer (28). The liposome bilayers might even have been
disrupted, since the enthalpy of the gel-to-liquid phase
transition was diminished (results not shown).

The addition of ovalbumin only affected the phase tran-
sition temperature to a small extent (Fig. 3B) and higher
ovalbumin concentrations were required to narrow the
transition peak and reduce the Tm, as compared to

Fig. 2 Representative size and zeta potential of DDA/TDB liposomes (1250/250 μg/ml) upon addition of different concentrations of (a) BSA, (b)
ovalbumin and (c) lysozyme, as well as size-reduced DDA/TDB liposomes (1250/250 μg/ml) upon addition of different concentrations of (d) BSA and (c)
ovalbumin. In the ratio range of 0.1 to 1 (a and b), large aggregates outside the measurement range of the instrument were observed.
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BSA; addition of 4 mg/ml and 7.5 mg/ml ovalbumin
resulted in a rearrangement of the lipids, characterized
by a slight narrowing and shape change of the peak
from four to two interconnected peaks (Fig. 3B). The
phase transition was reversible at 0.01 mg/ml ovalbu-
min, but the reversibility was lost at 1 mg/ml ovalbumin
and above (Fig 3E). This suggests that ovalbumin inter-
acts not only with the head groups, but also with the
apolar region of the lipid bilayer, and that the reversible
nature of the transition is compromised due to this interaction,

as observed for BSA (Fig. 3E). The observation that
higher concentrations of ovalbumin are needed to decrease
the Tm can be explained by the fact that ovalbumin is
smaller and less hydrophobic, compared to BSA (29). The
addition of lysozyme did not affect the gel-to-liquid phase
transition (Fig. 3C). Thus, lysozyme did not show a mea-
surable positive interaction with the DDA/TDB liposomes,
which is in agreement with the observations from the
adsorption isotherms and the colloidal stability studies
(Fig 2c),

Fig. 3 Thermograms of DDA/
TDB liposomal suspension (n02)
in the presence of different
concentrations of (A) BSA, (B)
ovalbumin and (C) lysozyme (first
scan). Second scan in the
presence of (D) BSA and (E)
ovalbumin. The lipid
concentration was 1.5 mg/ml and
the protein concentrations were
(a) 0 mg/ml, (b) 0.01 mg/ml, (c)
1 mg/ml, (d) 4 mg/ml and (e)
7.5 mg/ml.
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The Thermal Stability of the Protein
Is Not Compromised by the DDA/TDB Liposomes

The consequences of liposome addition for the thermal sta-
bility of the proteins were also examined by DSC (Fig. 4 and
Table II). The thermogram of the native BSA showed one
peak at 71°C and a shoulder at higher temperatures, whereas
the thermograms for ovalbumin and lysozyme were both
dominated by only one peak at 77°C as reported in the
literature (4). For both BSA and ovalbumin, there was no
change in the Tmax of the proteins, but the ΔH was markedly
decreased at higher concentrations of lipid (Table II). The
thermal stability of lysozyme was not influenced by the addi-
tion of liposomes, since neither changes in Tmax andΔHnor in
the appearance of the diagrams could be observed (Table II
and Fig. 4). Upon addition of DDA/TDB liposomes to BSA,
the shoulder present at higher temperatures was diminished,
whereas the Tmax remained unchanged (approximately 72°C).
The distinct exothermic peak at 90–95°C is often caused by
protein aggregation (30,31). This was supported by the ob-
served gel-formation of the samples that were withdrawn from
the sample cell after the experiments.

The shape of the BSA thermogram changed markedly
upon addition of liposomes at a lipid concentration of
0.75 mg/ml. Thus an unexpected exothermic peak appeared
at 60°C, followed by a reduced endothermic peak at 72°C
(Fig. 4A). The early exothermic peak might be explained by
the instability of the colloidal system. The DSC studies were
performed at a high protein-to-lipid mass ratio (>13), and
according to Fig. 2a there is no aggregation at this mass ratio.
Nevertheless, it is possible that the increased temperature
disturbed the protein corona and caused liposome aggrega-
tion. This hypothesis was tested further by DLS, where the
experimental conditions under which the samples were kept
during the DSC study were simulated by heating to 90°C at
the lowest protein-to-lipid mass ratio (approximately 13). This
heating resulted in aggregation above 50°C (Fig. 5). In addi-
tion, aggregation of the samples with higher protein-to-lipid
mass ratios did not occur until above 80°C, which also corre-
lates well with the DSC results since no early aggregation
exotherms were observed at these protein-to-lipid ratios.

The endothermic peak at 72°C reflects the unfolding of
the bulk BSA not involved in the liposome aggregation
process. The peak at approximately 40°C corresponds to
the melting of the DDA/TDB liposomes, and the area of
this peak was proportional to the lipid concentration. How-
ever, this Tm is slightly lower than that of DDA/TDB lip-
osomes alone due to the interaction with the protein (Fig. 3).
The thermograms of ovalbumin were not affected as much

�Fig. 4 Representative thermograms showing the thermal unfolding of (A)
BSA, (B) ovalbumin and (C) lysozyme at 10 mg/ml in the presence of DDA/
TDB liposomes at a final lipid concentration of a) 0 mg/ml b) 0.075 mg/ml, c)
0.3 mg/ml and d) 0.75 mg/ml.
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as those for BSA upon addition of DDA/TDB liposomes.
For ovalbumin alone, upon addition of liposomes at 75 μg/ml
lipid, there was a shoulder present at a lower temperature,
compared to the main peak at 77°C. This shoulder disap-
peared at higher DDA/TDB concentrations. The reduc-
tion of ΔH observed for both BSA and ovalbumin upon
addition of DDA/TDB liposomes is related to changes in
the unfolded state of the protein in the presence of DDA/
TDB, compared to the unfolded state in the absence of
lipid. From the studying of the phase transition of the
DDA/TDB liposomes, we hypothesize that the proteins
interacted with the hydrophobic hydrocarbon chains. This
corresponds well with the reduction of ΔH of protein
unfolding, because the unfolded protein interacts with the
hydrophobic parts of the membrane, and this change the
unfolded state of the protein, compared to the unfolded
state in the absence of liposomes.

Charge-Mediated Adsorption to DDA/TDB Liposomes
Does Not Induce Detectable Changes in the Protein
Secondary Structure

In order to test whether the interaction between the lip-
osomes and the protein influenced the secondary structure

of the protein, far-UV-CD and FTIR were applied. The
spectrum of BSA showed a high content of α-helix structure,
with strong negative CD signals at 208 and 222 nm
(Fig. 6A), as previously reported in the literature (32,33).
Upon addition of the size-reduced DDA/TDB liposomes
(0.15 mg/ml lipid) to BSA (0.1 mg/ml), the negative signals
at 208 and 222 nm were asymmetrically reduced, the signal
at 208 nm being reduced more than the signal at 222 nm
(Fig. 6A). At increased protein concentrations, the asymmet-
ric shape of the spectra was maintained, though the signal
strength was increased. This change induced by the addition
of DDA/TDB liposomes might represent a loss of α-helix
structure. However, it should be noted that data might be
influenced by aggregation, since some spectra were
recorded at protein-to-lipid mass ratios at which aggrega-
tion is known to take place according to Fig. 2d, e (the
colloidally destabilized samples are marked with a star (*)
in Fig. 6). This could complicate the spectral analysis and
cause spectroscopic artifacts such as depolarization due to
light-scattering and absorption-flattening effects (34–36).

The trends in the CD results for ovalbumin were highly
similar to the results for BSA (Fig. 6B). Upon addition of
DDA/TDB liposomes, the spectra were also markedly
changed and the signal was decreased. For lysozyme, the
addition of DDA/TDB liposomes apparently had no influ-
ence on the secondary structure of the protein (Fig. 6C). For
positive control purposes, CD spectra were recorded of the
unfolded proteins mixed with the DDA/TDB liposomes, in
order to address the changes observed for the prepared
samples. The data showed that the spectrum of unfolded
BSA included a decreased signal, compared to the native
BSA, with minimum at 208 nm. Upon addition of DDA/
TDB liposomes, the CD signal was further reduced and the
minimum at 208 nm was less pronounced. The CD spectrum
of unfolded ovalbumin also showed a minimum at 208 nm,
but the CD signal was not reduced. However, addition of
DDA/TDB liposomes reduced the signal, and the minimum
at 208 nm was flattened. The spectrum of unfolded lysozyme
showed a reduced CD-signal with a minimum between
210–220 nm and, interestingly the spectrum was unchanged
in the presence of DDA/TDB liposomes (0.15 mg/ml lipid).
Based on these results, the asymmetric spectra of BSA and

Table II Tmax Values and ΔH of
BSA, Ovalbumin and Lysozyme
in 10 mM Tris Buffer pH 7.4 in the
Presence of DDA/TDB Liposomes
(Data Represent mean ± SD,
n03)

a(n01)
n.d not determined

DDA/TDB BSA Ovalbumin Lysozyme

Conc. ΔH Tmax ΔH Tmax ΔH Tmax

mg/ml kJ/mol °C kJ/mol °C kJ/mol °C

0 1059±38 71.45±0.06 859±20 76.57±0.26 473a 77.12a

0.075 1053±12 71.92±0.09 861±15 76.73±0.03 n.d. n.d.

0.3 869±66 72.30±0.16 731±53 76.91±0.08 464a 77.20a

0.75 603±28 72.19±0.13 606±37 76.85±0.03 451a 77.05a

Fig. 5 Colloidal stability as a function of temperature of BSA (10 mg/ml) in
the presence of DDA/TDB liposomes at a final lipid concentration of 0 mg/
ml (▼) b) 0.3 mg/ml (□), 0.75 mg/ml (Δ) and 1.5 mg/ml (○).
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ovalbumin are likely to be a result of light-scattering artifacts,
and it is therefore difficult to draw conclusions regarding
changes in liposome-induced secondary structure based on
CD measurements alone. In contrast, the spectrum of unfold-
ed lysozyme was unchanged in the presence of DDA/TDB
liposomes (Fig. 6). This suggests that CD is well-suited for non-
aggregating systems, as shown for peptides in the presence of
100 nm liposomes (37).

Since the secondary structure could not be assessed prop-
erly using CD due to light-scattering artifacts, the secondary
structure of the proteins upon adsorption was also studied by
FTIR, which is commonly used to study structural changes of

proteins in particulate formulations (5,7), due to the minor
influence of particle-induced light scattering in the IR range of
4000 to 500 cm−1 (38). The spectrum for BSA is dominated by
a large main peak at 1658 cm−1, corresponding to α-helix
(1648 to 1660 cm−1 (38)), since BSA is an α-helical protein.
The band at 1658 cm−1 was similar both in the presence and
absence of DDA/TDB liposomes, indicating similar amounts
of α-helix (Fig. 7). In addition, there were no changes in the
area overlap (0.96±0.02 versus 0.87±0.05), and hence DDA/
TDB liposomes induced no or minor detectable changes in
the secondary structure of BSA under the applied experimen-
tal conditions (Table III).

Fig. 6 Far-UV CD spectra
recorded of (A) BSA, (B)
ovalbumin and (C) lysozyme
alone (a), and in the presence of
liposomes (lipid concentration
0.15 mg/ml) at various protein
concentrations [(b) 0.8 mg/ml, (c)
0.4 mg/ml, (d) 0.3 mg/ml, (e)
0.2 mg/ml and (f) 0.1 mg/ml].
Spectra recorded of heat
aggregated (D) BSA, (E)
ovalbumin and (F) lysozyme
alone (a) and in the presence of
liposomes (b). *Increased particle
size of the liposomes in the
sample due to liposome
aggregation.
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In order to improve the sample and exclusively determine
the structure of the bound protein, the sample was sedimented
and the protein structure was measured in the resulting pellet.
Again, no structural changes were observed, and the area
overlap was 0.96±0.02. The positive control consisting of
heat-denatured BSA showed a reduction in the α-helix band
at 1658 cm−1 and the presence of a band at 1620 cm−1,
corresponding to aggregated β-strands [1610–1628 cm−1

(38)] (Fig. 7). The spectrum for thermally unfolded BSA was
highly similar uponmixing with DDA/TDB liposomes, which
confirms that structural changes are in fact detectable by
FTIR in the presence of liposomes.

DDA/TDB liposomes also did not induce structural
changes in ovalbumin (Fig. 7, Table III). The spectrum of
native ovalbumin contained an α-helix band at 1658 cm−1

and a β-sheet band at 1639 cm−1 [1625–1640 (38)]. The
bands were present both in the presence and absence of the
liposomes. For denatured ovalbumin, the main band was
found at 1620 cm−1, corresponding to aggregated strands.
The spectrum for lysozyme was dominated by an α-helix
band at 1656 cm−1, which upon heat denaturation resulted
in a main band at 1625 cm−1, corresponding to aggregated
strands. As expected, lysozyme did not undergo any struc-
tural changes in the presence of DDA/TDB liposomes
(Fig. 7 and Table III).

DISCUSSION

In this study, a thorough investigation was carried out of the
interactions existing between three model antigens and the
cationic liposomal adjuvant DDA/TDB in formulation.
Vaccine formulations adjuvanted with DDA/TDB lipo-
somes currently tested in the clinic (≤1.5 mg/ml lipid) con-
tain antigen concentrations of 50 μg/ml and below (protein-
to-lipid mass ratio of 0.03), whereas the formulations tested
in preclinical studies are in the range of 1.5 mg/ml DDA/
TDB lipid and contain antigen concentrations of 1–10 μg/ml
(protein-to-lipid mass ratio of 0.0007–0.007). Thus, the
protein concentrations in DDA/TDB-containing vaccine
formulations are below the sensitivity limits of the commonly
used low-resolution protein structure characterization meth-
ods. To approach this analytical challenge, we therefore
studied the vaccine system at various protein-to-lipid mass
ratios in order to obtain more information about the colloidal
stability of the liposomes and the influence on the liposome
membrane characteristics as well as the secondary structure of
the antigen upon adsorption.

Based on the light-scattering results, which revealed a
highly distinct aggregation behavior, depending on the
protein-to-lipid-ratio, we identified several different overall
physical states of the system, based on the colloidal stability
of the liposomes and the antigen adsorption pattern (Fig. 8).
Thorough knowledge about the apparent physical state of the
system is important for the choice of analytical method and for
the interpretation of the results. The first identified state is in
the presence of a net positively charged protein like lysozyme
(Fig. 8a). The system is stabilized by the electrostatic repulsions
existing between both the liposomes and the proteins. At this
state, no detectable amount of protein is adsorbed to the
surface of the liposomes, and their size remains unchanged.

Fig. 7 FTIR spectra of (A) BSA, (B) ovalbumin and (C) lysozyme in
10 mM Tris buffer pH 7.4, alone (a), mixed with DDA/TDB liposomes
(b), spun down in DDA/TDB pellet (c), and heat aggregated (d). As a
control, heat aggregated BSA was mixed with DDA/TDB liposomes (e).

Table III Area Overlap of Second Derivative FTIR Spectra of Native
Proteins in 10 mM Tris Buffer pH 7.4 Versus in the Presence of DDA/
TDB Liposomes, in the DDA/TDB Pellet and Heat Denatured (Data
Represent mean ± SD, n03)

BSA Ovalbumin Lysozyme

In Tris buffer 0.96±0.02 0.98±0.02 0.95±0.01

Liposomes mixture 0.87±0.05 0.96±0.01 0.94±0.01

Liposome pellet 0.91±0.01 0.96±0.00 –

Heat aggregated 0.61±0.00 0.72±0.02 0.72±0.00
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The second scenario is the interaction between DDA/
TDB liposomes with net negatively charged proteins like
BSA and ovalbumin at protein-to-lipid mass ratios below
approximately 0.03, where the entire amount of added
protein is adsorbed to the surface of the liposomes
(Fig. 8b). However, the size of the liposomes is largely
unchanged, as measured by DLS, although it cannot be
excluded that the small amount of added net negatively
charged protein could result in aggregation of a minor
fraction of the liposomes. This physical state is probably
the one that represents most closely a vaccine formulation
used in the clinic.

The third apparent state is characterized by a higher
concentration of net negatively charged protein, which
induces liposome aggregation due to the presence of elec-
trostatic attractive forces (Fig. 8c). The added protein may
be adsorbed, but excess protein may also be present in bulk.
The last scenario (Fig. 8d) is the complete coating of the
head groups of the liposomes with the net negatively

charged protein, resulting in the formation of a protein
corona (24,25) that stabilizes the liposomes against aggrega-
tion, due to the electrostatic repulsions between the nega-
tively charged proteins. This physical state was only evident
for BSA, but not for ovalbumin. The protein-coated par-
ticles may coexist with unbound protein in bulk. As de-
scribed previously, a possible reason why ovalbumin
cannot fully stabilize this apparent physical state might be
the difference in the surface coverage, since the adsorbed
BSA layer has a higher surface coverage than the adsorbed
ovalbumin layer.

Most of the analytical methods used in the current study
to determine whether the presence of the liposomal adju-
vant influenced the protein secondary structure were ap-
plied to samples at protein-to-lipid ratios resembling the last
state (stabilized protein corona for BSA and partly stabilized
protein corona for ovalbumin). These include FTIR, DSC
(protein unfolding) and CD. Of the analytical methods
investigated in this study, DLS, adsorption (yes/no) and

Fig. 8 A graphical overview of the influence of the protein-to-lipid-mass ratios (P/L mass ratios) and the analytical methods included in this study and the
different physical states observed for the vaccine system. (a) Lysozyme and DDA/TDB liposomes: No measurable positive interaction. (b) At low
concentrations of BSA/ovalbumin and DDA/TDB liposomes: No detectable aggregation (all the protein is adsorbed). (c) Intermediate concentrations of
BSA/ovalbumin and DDA/TDB liposomes; Aggregation and partial adsorption of the protein. (d) High concentrations of BSA: The liposomes are stabilized
by a protein corona and protein is present in bulk.
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DSC (thermotropic behavior of the liposomes) were the only
methods that could be applied at clinically relevant concen-
trations and protein-to-lipid ratios, which means that it is
possible to measure the colloidal stability and the adsorption
pattern (yes/no), but not the structural integrity of the
antigen at vaccine relevant protein-to-lipid ratios. To assess
the protein structure in lipid-based vaccine formulations,
novel and better methods are greatly needed. Aggregation
phenomena may compromise the results obtained with
many of the spectroscopic methods commonly used to study
protein structure, such as CD and fluorescence, due to light
scattering-induced artifacts. Furthermore, it is an analytical
challenge to have a sufficient protein concentration in the
sample to overcome the lower limit of detection, which is
approx. 0.1 mg/ml for CD and 5 mg/ml for the existing
transmission FTIR equipment, but at the same time also to
avoid determining the global protein structure, which is the
average structure of a sample containing both bound and
unbound protein in the bulk. This raises the dilemma of the
choice of protein-to-lipid ratio. Ideally, for CD all the pro-
tein should be bound and no aggregates should be formed.
On the other hand, FTIR is not as sensitive to light scatter-
ing, but samples containing both bound and unbound pro-
tein should be avoided so as not to average out structural
changes.

This challenge has been overcome by drying antigen
samples onto alum crystals, which allows for the study of
interactions between alum and model protein samples at
lower concentrations (0.5–1 mg/ml) using ATR-FTIR (5,7).
Inspired by this study, we sedimented the liposome/
adsorbed protein pellet in order to avoid measuring the
structure of non-adsorbed protein in the bulk solution.
However, this additional sample preparation step did not
affect the monitored spectra, and no structural changes were
observed. Altogether, no structural changes of the protein
secondary structure could be measured in the presence of
the liposomal adjuvant.

Above the phase transition temperature of the liposomes,
however, the appearance of thermograms suggests that BSA
and ovalbumin interact with the apolar hydrocarbon tails of
the membrane, most likely through hydrophobic interac-
tions as previously reported for proteins interacting with
liposomes above the gel-to-liquid phase transition tempera-
ture (39,40). The interaction with the hydrophobic part of
the membrane above the gel-to-liquid phase transition, and
hence the likely change of the unfolded protein, could also
be the reason for the observed decrease in the unfolding
enthalpy of the proteins (BSA and ovalbumin) in the pres-
ence of liposomes (decrease of ΔH, Table II). Interestingly,
lysozyme does not appear to interact with the lipid tail of the
bilayer, suggesting that the protein needs to be adsorbed to
the liposome surface through electrostatic interaction before
the hydrophobic interactions can take place. We are

currently addressing this further by systematically varying
the surface charge of the liposomes. The observation that
the interactions might include hydrophobic interactions
above the phase transition temperature of the liposomes is
important to consider during vaccine processing steps, such
as spray-drying used for particle engineering of vaccines for
pulmonary administration (41). During spray-drying, the
formulation may briefly be heated to temperatures above
the phase transition temperature of the liposomes, which
based on our results may affect the bilayer structure of the
liposomes and cause unfolding of the protein.

CONCLUSION

This study provides suggestions for how the interactions
between lipid-based particulate adjuvant systems and model
as well as clinically relevant antigens may be assessed. The
analytical methods suitable for the study of clinically rele-
vant cationic liposome-based formulations were DLS, ad-
sorption (yes/no) and the thermotropic behavior of the
vaccine. In order to measure the structural integrity of the
adsorbed proteins, the protein-to-lipid ratio was increased,
and this revealed that the colloidal stability of the formula-
tions was highly dependent on the protein-to-lipid ratio,
probably driven by attractive electrostatic interactions. Up-
on adsorption, BSA and ovalbumin interfered with the
membrane fluidity suggesting interactions with the bilayer
when the temperature was raised above the gel-to-liquid
phase transition. However, at room temperature no struc-
tural changes of the proteins were observed, as expected
upon interaction with the bilayer. For the liposome formu-
lations containing lysozyme, no aggregation was found and
no interaction with the bilayer was observed. This indicates
that the electrostatic repulsions existing between the lip-
osomes and lysozyme prevent the interaction and adsorp-
tion, also above the gel-to-liquid phase transition of the
liposomes. The distinct aggregation behavior of the system
is important, not only as it may affect the stability of the
formulation but also for the analytical approach used to
characterize the system.
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